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'l'he ,ar1ous types of instruments fur gravity measurements 
are briefly discuseed. The theory ot an inverted pendulum of the 
naolweck-lejayfl type with an elastic mounting a.t it$ base is given •. 
and an instrument o:t' this design. ninety times as sensitive to dif-
£ erences in ·gravity a$ an ordina17 pendttl.um~ is de~cribed . The 
theor:,,.. of the interpretation of gravity data is discussed . The re-
sults oi' gravity obsarva.tions along a profile across ths IDs Angeles 
:Basin and San Gabriel Mo-u.ntains. a re given. From this data together 
with geologie data and that obtained :trom e. reflection seismograph 
survey~ a hypothetical stru.cture section along: the profile is con-
structed. 
~he outstanding f aatu.res o:f th:ts section are the presel'lce 
of a basin of 1fertia.ry l'3etUments about thirt7 thoutSand :feet deep. and 
the i n.crfhSing predominance of relQtively lighter rooks under the San 
Gabriel Mou.nt~ins and Mojave Desert. *!'his last feature is ia ~ecord 
>Pith the concept of "-:r·egiom.d isostittio oompens~tion11 • 
l. 
IM:.l.1RODtJCTION 
The geologist in his study of the deformation of the earth's 
crust is often handic~p:ped by a lack of inform.::i.tion concern:i.ng the 
stru.ctUN and distribution of rocks at 4epth. The de'V·0lopment of 
oil well drilling tmd the ap1)lication of modern ge012hysieal methods 
promises to make such data more easily available. In Southern Calt-
for:nia. a number of circumst.anoes make the region an i,nteresting one 
for the -u.se of geophysi cal methods. The .surface geology and geologic 
history are reasonably well known . The occurrence of oil in the 
!JOS .Angeles Basin has l ed to extensive drilling and detailed infor-
rnati on concerning the upper few thousand feet <>f sediments. 
However. the events of ~1ertia.ry geologic history have oc-
curred on a scale that places much interesting information beyond the 
reach of d.x-illing. During Tertiary time the area of the fos Angeles 
:Bas:i.n has been depressed several miles wi. th e. correspondingly large 
accumulation oi sediments. To the north the s.~ Gabriel Mount ains 
have been com.dderably uplifted. resul ting i n an h :posing rr:.ass of 
eryst s.lline rocks :facill(l; out on. this deep basin of sediments. The 
recency and ~agnitude of the defo.nnation m:a..~e the region one of 
special interest for a study of the deformation of the esrth 1 s crust . 
To determine the structU.!"e of the basin and the thickness 
of sediments acc·wnulated. Drs. J. P . Euwalru.i ~-...nd. B. Gutenberg have 
recently co~leted a reflection seismograph profile across the Los 
A...'lgeles Basin. It has be13n. the purpose of the following research to 
supplement these results, i:f possi"ble, by a series of gravity measure-
2. 
ments along the sa:-ne profile and. an extension of the -pro:Ule across 
the San Gabriel Mountains. 1'1rom this dat,a an attempt be,s been made 
to secure some Hi.formation c1.:mcerning; the densities cif the rocks at 
d'tpth, and accordingly a clue as t•.:> the nature of the rocks and the 
degree of a;p:proacll to isostatic equilibrium i n this region. 
essentially tHff;<!r ent alter·-
natl. ve m~thods for the f ! I -
I ""T=zn~ L·L. +c '] 
I 
these w_akes u.se of the defi~ 
I DJ l 
law of motion tha:t the rate 
of change of moment-um pro-
tional to the f oree acting Figure 1 (a) (b) (<:) (d) 
on it. The second method. 
consists of' comparing the force of ~avity with s()):me other force such 
as the slastic force of a spring, the pressure of a g;1.s~ or an electr o-
sta.tic or electroma;rnetio fo:rce. The third possibi l:tty consists of 
a_ combination of these two mathods. The three methods are illustrated 
di~gram."'l!atieally_ in figure 1. 
the pendulum is probably the mo:st reliable of ail the ·types of iu-
st;ruments for -precise gravity me.asu:."ements. the relatively long time 
required for observations makes its use la'bori0t1$ and expensive . 
Si nce the ~e:ried :h inversely :proportional to the square root o:t' the 
value of g:rav:i. ty. (figure l a) , it mu.st be measured. to an accuracy fu~ 
()Ille y>1.trf ·,.,.. fwo htdft;h /.'1 vl-d("' f,, deferi.,, 1~~ 1 w/f4 <M., t:{CCV"'-'<<'/ vf 
l~. 
one part in ·a; million. which is the accu.raey commonly desired . 
Freviously tni~~ me.:mt that the :pendulum must :oe allowed to siving 
for a number of hou:rs . ~'Ven with modern preci s.e r:iethocls of tlming 
by using r adio time :.:;ignalG from a base station, at least o.n hour 
is necessary for a single rr~asurement. 
The p1~es1mt interest in using f~r.!:lvity data for locating and 
outlintfttla.rgel" scale ir,eolo,gic structures has created a derrand for 
more :rapid methotls of mz:.asurement . As a result a number of il1stru-
ment s of the type eho,~n d,iagramma tica.lly i n figure l (b) h&ve been 
constrttct ed. with varying degreas of success . In this t ype of in-
strument use is matle of the fa.ct that small changes in g produce 
corresponding changes in the length of the $pring. Tbe chief ex-
p~rimental ili:fficultHrn a.re encountered in constructing a satisfactory 
and sµfficiently precise means fo1 .. measuring the extrmely small 
changes in the length of the spring; in avoiding the effects of 
& ound. vibration, since the instrument aets as a seismomete:r:; a.'ld in 
carefully thermostating the inetn~.ment to avoid eff ects of changes 
in temperature . 
An instrn.'l'lent of the type shown in fi,g-uxe l { c) consisting 
of a column of mercury su.p~orted. by g~e preesure has been constructed 
and operated vi th some succes;!; . Here the chief difficclty is first 
in determ:i.ning the height of the eol uni.n of ·111ermix:y w1 th sufficient 
precis:i.i::m$ and second in ela.borately thermostati11g and compensating 
the instri:unen1! against the effects of changes in tem;;•ern.ture, since 
it is e!:>semtially a ver;y $ensitive gas thermometer. 
5. 
So far as is knoWi.J. . no instrument depending on the com-
pad son of gravity with electrosta.tic er electromag,netic :forces has 
been ~acaessfully constructed. 
An instrument of the ·third t:;-pe conibining the first two 
method!';; has 1.H~en devimHl oy two 15'-rench scientietil7 MM. lf. Holweck and 
P. l.ejay. i:rhis instrmnent, illustra:ted in figµ.re 1 (d) consist s of 
an inverted pendulutn stdn~ne; on a spring suspension at its base . 
As will be shown later, the period of oscii.lation i~ inversely pro-
port ional to the square root of the dif f ere nee between a constant 
c2 , depend:i.ng on the p~ysical prOJ)er-ties of the pend:ulum. ;:md g. 
By constructing the pendu.lum so the.t the difference between c2 and 
g is sufficiently small~ the chant£e in period can be me,de as sensi-· 
ti'l1e as desired to changes in g. Iiencrs the time req:u,.ired for an ob-
servation can. be grea tly reduced from that rc~quired. for the or•l inary 
type of pendulum. A pendulum of the lfolweck-Lejay type requiring 
one minuto f or 8 . n observation has been constructed by the au.tnor , 
and in the f'ollowing pages. the theory of the apparatus is discussed. 
in detail . 
Let : 
(x.y) be the coordinates 
of the central line of the 
spring;. (x1 9Yi) of th': upper 
end. of the spring. a.n.'1 (x .y ) 
of the ctrn.tex of mass of ~he0 
pendult!.l'i.1. 
T ~ J ~ 'k.. 'be unit vectors in 
the X. Y~z. directions. 
9 be the :inclination of the 
pend:ulu.m from the vertical, 
reckoned positive whe~ x is 
•t • ' />. 'L .<l.l •. 0. pos1 · 1 va , vile :penu.u 'Ul1l C)eln.g 
su,pm:n~ed to swin~ in the n 
pl.ane) . 
f " th_~ • . ne~u..1st~t.nce 
to ( x
0 
t y 
0
). 
m be the mass of the pen.-
dulum and ! the moment of inertia 
Rbout an a."l:is th:rou.g.h the center 
of mas!;; parallel to Z. 
e be the thi~kness of the 
spring (a.ssmned to be rectangular 
in cross section), h the width, 
c the length. 
y 
z 
E be Y01.mge s modtth<s for the spring material. 
4 E e..1 h 
·12 
the f le~mral x·igidi ty ~ and. 
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R be a vector from th~ center of ma.es to :tll.e point A at the 
center of any croas section PQ. of the spring. q a ·vector from the 
center of lllB.l:l2 to the center of &.n element of area 
ds = h de. 
and r a vector from A t0 the center of ds. 
S ds '=' '! h de the Btress acting on the area ds. 
When the tota,l f Grce exerted on the pendulu.m across section 
fQ, will be 
The moment of forces acting aoross this section about 
point J. will 'be 
The total moment. of forces acting on the pendulum {stresses 
on P'<\. and gravity on the mass of the pendulum) about tha center of 
mass will ·be (the moment of the at-taction of gravity being zero 
about the center of mass) , 
f e -= (R + r) xi h dG 0 
~ ...... -
m Ric'.lt1 + M 
$i~ce the acceleration of the center of mass is equal to 
the total force acting an the mass, 
8. 
or since J0 may be neglected as compared with g 
If the spring is thin as compared with its length we may 
u~e the n]lernoulli- Euleriann theorem concerning the flexure of be,liUlls ·:. 
namely 
-Substituting these vsluas in the expression for Land 
noting that 
-R = (x - x0 }"I + (y - Yo)J 
we get 
-Since L is also equal to the rate of change of a.ngu.lar 
momentum ab01.lt, the c~mte:r of mass , we have 
or 
where 
2 
- I~ = mg{x - Xo) - mio(Y - Y0) + i!y2 
2 d x 
dY2" 
w .... 
2 
n = 
2 
= W+Uy-nx 
mgx0 - l~ - nrioYo 
B 
9. 
Integrating this equation. and introducing the boundary 
eonditioa• that x and e "VIUlish with y. we get the equation for the 
flexure of the spring 
(~ - eos ny}W + \& - sin &)U 
n,2 · n3 
(sin ny)W (l - cos ny)V 
i· 2 . 
n n 
Placing y equal t o c and writing u for nc, 
Xl = 
tan e -
(1 - coe 1.l)We2 (u - sin u)Uc3 
. ue. _.. ..... ··• . u.l . 
(~in u.)\i/c:r 
----+ u 
( 1 - c:os . u)Uc2 
"d2 
}.?.e1'.llac:i ,ng W, U, and n by their respective values and noting 
th~.t for sJl};all motions. 1t
0 
:::<: x1 + f9 approximately , we have two 
linear second order differential equations i~ x1 and e. These equations 
ctan be solved gi~ing express.ions for x1 and e as functions oi .. time 
and depend.:t ng npon initial conditions. In general., it ap pears that 
the 'Pendul um m:ay e:x:ec-u.te a rat her comp~icated t;ype of motion. J. &aag1 
has investigated the effect of h1i tia.l conditions and found in order 
that x ~ .. 1 a vary synchroncus.ly with. eim:ole harmo.n.J.c motion. the 
:pendu1'1.L'11 mu.st be started from rest by a hori~ontal impulse applied 
at 'the center o.f mass . We sha,ll t:u:;suJr.e here that the pendulum has 
been started under these conditi.ons, and derive an exprsssion for 
the peri od of the motion. 
l. See bibliographf at the end of the thesis. 
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.For small motions, the dhtance from J'.1 •. 11 to H. the inter-
cept o:f the extended axis of the pendulum with the Y axis, i~ 
= 
-appr0%imately 
(1 - eos. u)uc + {u - sin :u)c2U 
w 
A comparison of the order of magnitudes of the variou.~ tel"lns for 
the cases in which we are interested shows that the second terms 
in both the n.umer;?.tor and denominator ma.y be neglected without intro-
ducing any appreciable error . Then 
where 
G = (1 - ,cos u) (u sin u.) 
Since G is independent of e. it is apparent that the pen-
dulnm swings esaentiaUy as though pivoted at point B. the spring 
bending in Stich !l manner that the extended axis of the pendalum mass 
passs~ very nearly through 1i at all times. ·Then for small motions 
x :'.:!: (f + a)a 
0 
Su.bsti t,uting these terms i n the expressions for e ~ w' and u 
and combining and rearranging terms, we g~t 
Jt [ 2 2 21 {cot u f t1lk -c-(G -0.5)J +0gc ·· - - )=O 
. u. c 
11. 
mere 
the moment of inertia~. oi' the pendulum about the midpoint of the 
spring. 
Renee the period of oscillation for small amplitudes is 
I 
21T /k
2 
- e
2(G - 0 . 5)~ 
JI (cot u f.·).· gc --u e 
As will 'be shown later, if the length of the spring is 
short compared with the length of the pendti.lnm. n is considerably 
les>; than one and(cot u)/u. rray be replaced by the first two terms 
of its rapidly converging series exp~nsion 
cot u 
- - ~ ' - .... ~ 
u 
and the expression for the period assumes the more simple form 
T = 
~pnlica~ion o( theo;t;i to the des:i.,t~n ~~ the instrument 
From either of the two formulae for the :period of motion, 
it is apparent that to make the period very sensitive to small changes 
'R 
in gravity. a must be made to 
c 
_... ( n c, . , cot u approa~ mg I 4 3; in Ya .... ue. or · u 
to mmroach ! in value. 
4-- :· c This may be t:tccompli shed either by increasing 
the rri.ass and length of the pen.d:u.lum, or by decre.;,_sing; the spring 
12. 
stiffness until the desired. sensitivity iS obtained. The latter 
alternative may be accomplished either by lengthening the spring. 
or by decreasing the thickness, or both. 111he following considerations 
show that the most desirable proced.ure is to make the spring short 
and thin rather than long anc. thick. The theory of stability of 
beams predicts that the spring will buckle under the weight of the 
pendulum ~s_s_ ii u becomes equal to l• and. that the smaller u is, t1le 
lei:;s will be the tendency to buckle. Therefore it is obviously 
cot u desirable to keep u as small as possible, or accordingly as 
u 
large as possible. 
or th<:1;.t, the length of the spring should be sm~.tll compared with the 
length of the pendulum. 
~:heoretic.aU.;r it would b1;; yJossible to attain any desired 
sen~>itivity by pro-pei·ly ad,justing the dimensions o:f the instrument. 
Howevert with increasing sensitivity difficulties are encountered 
(tue to the effect of ground vinrations and extreme sensitivity to alight 
tilting of the instrument support. lf,,lso the pericd becomes increasingly 
long and diffien.1 t to measure ::.accurately. t;he motion dr:L'TfPS down 
rapidly. and the pendulum may acquire a tend.ency to falJ. over against 
its stops. 
PLATE I. 
Holweck-Lejay pendulum; one and one half times actual siae 
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PART III. 
A pendulum of the Bolweok-
Iejay type constructed by th ahthor 
is shown in pl te I and the relev nt 
dimensions in figure 3. A finally 
.I ~ fnvar 
l 
adjusted. it has a period of bout 
four seconds and sensitivity to Llinvar 
changes in gravit7 bout ninety 
times as great a that of the or-
dinary p ndul 
Con truction of the pendulum 
Th most critical part of 
Figure 3 
th pendul is the pring. In the 
first models con tructed , the s ring con isted of a flat strip of 
matal clampe between tightly fittin jaws at its u~ r and lower 
ends. This arr dment provei unsatisfactory. Th damping of the 
motion was oxc ssive. reducint; the amplit'Ude to half value in about 
t enty s conds . lb pendulum wa lso erratic in behaviour. failing 
to return to th rest po ition : and showing Large and irregular 
changes in period. The trouble was a-pparently due to a light dip-
ping of the s ring between its supports . 
In order to overcome this ifficulty, the ring d its 
supports were chined out of a single piece of metal . Con iderable 
mechanic 1 precision was necessary to producle an element accur tely 
14. 
r 
syrmnetrical and almost paper thin in ita center poe4.tion. The success-
ful construction of the spring was due to the skill and patience of 
Mr. G. fl. Sherburne and mechanics of the Astrophysies machine shop. 
The period and sensitivity of t .he p·endulum were adjusted 
by means of a. metal bob threaded into the u,pper spring support, and 
secured by a. lock nut. 
Materials used in the construction of.the ;eendulum 
To reduee the effects of temperature changes the spring 
was constructed of the Fe-Ni-Cr alloy "elinvartt1 possessing a. rel-
atively small thermo-elastic coefficient, and the bob of the Fe-Ni 
alloy ttinvarn1 which has an almost negligible thermal-expansion 
coef'f1eient. The thermoelastic coefficient of the elinva.r was not 
as small as might be desired, the period of the instrument changing 
by s.bo-tl.t minus eiei;hty two parts in a hundred thousand per degree 
centigrade at 15° C. This change is equivalent t.o that produced 
'by a change of' -18.6 milligals in g (l milligal = .001 cm/see2 • 
hereafter written mg&J.). Assuming that this change in period is 
mainly due to increase in spring stiffness., it is equivalent to a 
change in spring stiffness of minus nineteen parts in a million 
per degree centigrade. The negative sign of the thermal-coefficient 
is rather unusual. sitrce it is opposite to that :for most metals. 
1. Ob t ained from the R. Y. :B'erner Co., Room 930 Inve stment 
Building, Washington. D. C. 
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Heat treatment of the sering 
When the pendulum was first as$embled, it& damping was 
undesirs.bly high~ ~.md the period showed a progresdve decrease with 
time. In order to decrease the damping and stabili7.e the elastic 
properties of the epring. th~ pend:uium was sub._1ected to a. serie$ of 
heat treatments consisting of keeping the spring in an electric oven 
ai about 150~ . C. for a week or more . After- a series of five treat-
ments , the behaviour of tbe spring W&$ noticeably improved. The 
motion in air was damped to half ampli tu.i.e in ninety seconds as com~ 
pared with forty seconds before. and the period of the instrument 
as,:.u.~ed. a more nearly constant value. Considerable care had to be 
taken not to strain~ the sµrin~ beyond it s elastic limit after a 
heat t .ree.tment. since in this case the spring re.sumed its previous 
behaviour. 
Apparently the undesirable properties of the spring were 
due to microscopic cleavages or fractures developed during the 
re/ee;I< of 
ma.chining an.d working of the metal. S~bsequently 11r esidu.al stresses 
prob.ably occurred 1-n the mettr.1) with the proeessH being accelerated 
and carried to completion at 1')0° 0. 
Mounting ot the penduly,m 
'fhe lower end of the pendu.lum spring is i111.'?c11red in a ste,;;1 block 
level vials. leveling sc.rews . etc. ln order to f·.,.rther reduce the 
dumping, the pendulu:m is enclosed in a S!llall glass bell j&:r. (not 
PIJ.TE II. 
Instrument with cover and microscope reruoved. 
•. 
inclin~tisns fr.om the ve:rtic!>.l are then. a minimum. Thi~ optimum 
plate o:t' r 1 of ~re cau~e& 90" incUnettion ef the pendu.lu?ti.  The in-
strument. is f'i?"st apprm;:ir:riately levele.d in this ~lane by ros~ns of iii. 
d,,;,,1,; .. 
le\'.el vial h~ving a sensitivity of tm.e~·tentb inch e~le,. ·per lr1 of 
arc. :l'he final leveling i~ d.i:irttil to within 1 t!i or arc 'by the use o:f a 
The complete instrument 
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The leveling in the plane perpendicular to the plane of 
vibration ts much less critical, and an accuracy of 3011 is more than 
sufficient. 
Heat insulation of the instrument 
As :pre-viously mentioned the period of the pendulum has a 
temperature coefficient equivalent to a change in g of about -19 
mgals per degree centigrade at 15° C. In addition. because of the 
relatively small heat conductivity of the thin spring and large heat 
capacity of the pendulum mas'3, appreciable temperature gradients may 
exist in the spring. Es:pecially if the temperature of the base plate 
is changing rapidly, there Itiay be a con~iderable l!ig in the mean 
spring temperature, and differences as great a.s one er two degrees 
centigrade may exist bet•een. it and that of the base plate. This 
condition, of course, considerably increases the uncertainty of the 
temperature corrections. It wo~ld be desirable to thermostat the 
instrument, holding the temperature constant to within a few tenths 
of a degree C. However, beca'..lse of the inconvenisee of doing this 
in the field with only storage batteries as a source of power. an 
tlte ,.,1fr"me.,f "'""' ""''k< ti/luwuu<ef fo,,. 
attempt was made to insulate I\ the thermal hysteresis as will be ex-
plained later. The instrument is surrounded by a protective case. 
lined with cork and filled with sawdust. The exterior is painted 
white and the metal parts plated to present good reflecting surfaces. 
A thermometer graduated to 0.1° C. is used to read the temperature 
of the base plate. The complete instrument, with its protectitte. 
cover is shown in plate III. 
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Observation. and. tim:i.ng !lf the uendulum 
A low power microscope (4g mm. objective, 15x ocular) is 
mounted on the base plate and focused on a small pointer at the 
top of the pendulum bob. The position of the pointer is read on a 
graduated ocular micrometer disc. Because of the relatively rapid 
damping of the pendulum motion. it is necessary to limit the time of 
observation to one or two minutes and measure the initial and final 
times to an accuracy of ± . 005 second . This is accomplished by the 
use of £ photoelectric cell and photographic recording. A light 
beiM'. passing through the microscope objective is focused on the pen-
dulum pointer in its center position. The interruption of this light 
beam normally falling on a photoelectric cell produces a small impulse 
QI!\ 
which :is am:plifieii and recorded by" oseillograph. The reflection 
seismograph equipment of the California !nsti tute of 11'echnolor,y was 
used for ·this purpose . !i.1he oscillogtam has four trac:;ls, and is con-
'l>eniently m:.:-jrked by timing lines every .01 of a second. The half 
second.a-r ticks of a chronometer W"~ picked u-p with a. microphone. 
amplif iHd 3 and recorded on the same record. An electric contact -0n 
the second hand of the chronometer provides~~ mark once every 
minute. and a hand svd, tch is provided for recording the time when the 
pendulum motion has a certain ~litude . 
PLATE IV. 
Apparatus in place for an observation. 
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PJ\.RT IV~ 
FIE!.O WLASUmt..'MENTS AND . DATA 
Setting ut> of the in,strument. 
Since the instrument is very sensitive to slight tilting. 
it is necessary to proYide a substantial structure on whieh to place 
the instru.Tf!ents during field observations. The instru.ment is mounted 
on. a rigid. short legged tripod commonly used for mi.ne and tunnel 
su.rveyffe.ng. The tripod in turn is placed on. t:-t wooden triangle faced 
wi t:t··. steel plates. which prevent the tripod. legs from spreading or 
sinking into the ground.. It is necessary for the observer to keep 
his feet off the ground during a measurement, since even the shifting 
of weight from one foot to an.other is sufficient to cause .9. slight 
displacement of tile ground. .and noticeable tilting of' the instrument. 
In pract,ice the in.strume.nt. is set up next to the geophysical truck 
as shown in plates Ill and IV, and adjusted by the observer sitting 
in the car. In this manner it is pcs sible to keep the ba.£.e plate 
level t{} within a few seconds of are if the tripod is resting-on 
reasonably firm ground . On windy days soma trouble is encountered 
due to "Vibration of the ground ood inst:r-a.."ilex1t. 
Method -of observation 
After the base plate has been levelsdi the pendulum is 
started swinging with a half E<Jnpli tude of fifteen. microscope scale 
divisions (about 62 1 of arc) . Shortly before the a.".ll)Jlitude is re-
duced to thirteen divisions (45 1 ) the oscillograph camera is started 
and allowed to run for eight or ten seconds. in which time four or 
20. 
five impulses from the photoelectric cell are recorded. When the 
amplitude reaches thirteen divisions a mark is placed on the record 
by means of the hand switch. The time of starting the pendulum is 
chosen so a'S to insure the mim1te signal falling wU,hin the period 
of recording. Shortly befor<a the elapse of si,;:ty seconds the camera 
is a.gain sta,rted and four or five more impulses recorded. The initial 
time for the swing with an amplitude of thirteen scale divisions is 
determined by plotting the times of the itn.EYillses and. graphically 
detennining the mean. ln this way the effect of the light beam 
be.!:.:ig slightly un.centered is alimi.naterl. The same procedure is ap-
plied to determine the final time a.f ter fifteen S'«ings (a.bout $ixty 
on.e seconds later). These tinw.:s are cerreoted t;o chronometer time by 
meaIH.! of the half second chronometer impulses on the record. The 
difference betweon ·the cort·ectt;;d initial and fin.al times is denoted 
by T15• The entire time r eq;tlil'ed :for setting up the :pendulum. making 
several determinations ef T15• and r~pl8;0in.g the equipment ir1 the 
truck is anout t wenty five. minut;3s if the photographic re<:::ords are 
not d.eveloped in the field. 
In order to take into account U1e effects of ther~l by-
steresis previously discussed, an observatio.n was taken at a base 
station a.t the beginning and and of a series of' runs. ilso. if 
possible, the same series of stations were occupied tt.rice in the 
same dfl.Y,· .An t:·wcurate record of the -r.empet•ature was kept, and from 
the re sults of repeating observation$ and checking in at the base 
station, U was pos.sihle to roughly estimate the mean spring tem-
2L 
perature. From this estimateKl temperatu:!'e, T15 was reduced to its 
value for 20Q C. by means of the formul a 
A~15 e +o.05o(t - 20. 00) see •• 
where t i s the estim~ted mean spring temperature . Because of the 
uncertainty of this temperature, error£ a.s great a.s 10 mgals or more 
may have been introduced. 
The correction for slight inclination from the vertical 
position is usu.ally not grea:li. It amounts to 
where n is the inclination in ocular micrometer divisions (1 division 
eqnals 31 2$" of arc) of the pendulu.'ll from its vertical posi tion. 
In most cases the correction was negligible. 
On two occasions it was found necessar,y to add. a ndrift 
correctionfl .of 0.015 seconds to T15 in order to bring it to its 
average value a.t P.asadena .• 
It is quite important to always calculate :r15 from tha 
sa..me in.ititiJ. arnplitude (thirteen scale divisions in the present 
series of maasurements) since the period depends markedly on the 
amplitude of motion. .By taking the initial time one complete swing 
late or early. a.n error of about ll mgals in the calculated value of 
g is introduced~ 
22. 
Calibration of_the instrument 
The instrument was calibrated by determining the difference 
in period between Pasadena and Mount Wi lson. The data are given in 
.Appendix A. At that time '!'JO {tima for 30· swings) was determined 
J>altber than i 15• but the d.a~a can 'be easily adapted to the T15 'base. 
The difference in T30 betweeh Pasadena and Mount Wilson was 1. 78 
secon :Ls, and the difference in gravity )2"3 mgals (determined 'by the 
United States Coast and l.leod.etic Su.r-vey). Using these data and 
the e:irpres :;ion for the period of the instrument 
the folloWing formv.la (a:pp1'oximate) ma.y be derived 
A,. - 355(1 - J. L\~l5) • · ·~. - . 2 . 1 . Ml5 mgals 
where /:,,g is the algebra.ic difference in g ·between. a given station 
B.rrl Pasadena, and AT15 the algebra.ie difference in ~15 between the 
t,,..,·o stat ions. 
:r:his corresponds to a sensitivity about 90 times as great 
as that of an ordinary pendulum, which is in fair agreement with the 
value 85 ca.lcnlated from the period and dimensions of the instrument 
by means of the theory pre~i~ly given. 
lf.esults of' field observations 
Measurem~nts were made with the pendulum at sixteen 
stations, four of which had previously besn occupi ed by the United 
States Coast and Geogetic Survey, and the remaining 12 along a 
23. 
profile across the Los .Angel.qs 13asi.n and San Gabriel Mountains. 'fhe 
latitudes, longitudes, elevations, and values of g; for the stations 
are ta.bu.lated in append.ix E. The locations of the st~;tions are 
'?lotted on plate VII (back ·pocket of ·thesis). The observed values 
of T15• temperature and. inclination corrections .• drift eorrect :i.ons, 
correct.ad values of T' • the weighted means, and corresponding values 
15 l f>f g are tabulated in appendix A. 
Stations #3 to #9 to inclu.si ve were repeated ~ number of 
times, and !lr e probably accurate to ± 5 mgals. The remai.ning stations 
:illO to ·#18 (excluding Palmdale previously determined by the U. $. C. 
&G. S.) are less reliable. and some of the . stations may have errors 
o.f i 10 mgals or possibly greater.. 
l. :Based on the 1933 value for the Washington. D. C. b a.se ~ta~~~n 2 
of the U. $ . C.&G. S. Pasaden5t #3 value is taken as 979. 578 c:/J/ sec • 
24. 
Princi~les involved in the interpretation of the data. 
The basis for the interpretation of the data is ewton's 
inverse square law of gravi tationa.l attraction. The problem of cal-
culating the ttraction of a given distribution of su is straight-
forward and the solution uniquely deter~ined. Ho~~ver. the inverse 
problem of .determining the dititribution of rna s within a given region, 
:figure 4 
when the gr vitational field is known outside the region, has no 
unique solution. lf no restrictions ar placed on the density of t he 
attracting , .tter, ther ax·e !ways an infini t, number of ma con-
' figurations which 111 produce ide11tical external field and there-
fore s i fy the data equelly well. 
The chief ~ifficulty axises from the fact that any dis-
trHruti on of imss, or any pe.rt of the distribution. may be relllaced 
by a surf ace layer of proper S'IJl:t'faee density on any dosed surf ace 
surrounding the ma;ss. wit.ho11t effecting the field outside that surface. 
As an exa.'1lple of. this difficulty, a simple hypothetical example is 
shown in fig,ure 4. The Ag curve sh.own at the . t~p represents the 
vertical component of attraction of a long cylinder 1-oca.ted at depth 
J.epf~S 
A beneath tha surf ace of the ground . At An~ C, and D are shovm distri-
butions of mass which have essentially the se.me g:r.avi t at i ons.l at-
tr ar~tion at the surface as the cylind.er . 'Moreover these distributions 
are only a few of an infinite 11.turher of similar ones which will satisfy the 
ag curve equal l y well . Obvi ov.dy it is not possible to deter mine from 
the gravity data alone which, if any, of the asr.umed dist!'ibutions 
is the actual one . The difficulty 'Hhieh ari ses frequently is whether 
given data shall be accounted for by a deep d.istribution of limited 
horizontHl exter1t, or ·oy a shallower distribution <>f {greater ho1·i-
zonta.1 extent.~ .!l.1he.t.difficulty is further increased. by the ex.per!-
.. ·.· 
mental er1~or~; o! Oc)servation, <;.nd the limited data usu.ally available. 
However, if it ii.; pos ;~ibla to pl ace s1.lffieient restrictions 
on the assumed densities of the attr::>.c~ti.n~& ma,tter. the lack of unique-
ness of solu.tLons largely disappear s . Ordinarily in the application 
of gr~.vity methods to .seologinal :problems~ it is legitimate as an 
approxime.tion t-0 aS:i$Uffi6 continuous 4is:tri"bu.tions of mas s wi th the 
density con$tant. or varyin,~ more or less 1.Uliformly in any particular 
type of rock. Iu this case many of the i::-olu.tions mathematically 
· possible may be rejecte(l as a:ctific:ial anrl untenable. 
26. 
A.lthoug..'1 gravity data. by itself is not su.fficient to com-
pletel;y and uniquely determine su.bterraneem distributions of' mass. 
'#Then used in conjunction with geologic and other geophysi<eal data 
it often serves a ui;>eful purpo;;e. Fi:rt'st it presents a. number of 
possible solutions to the problem, from which it may be possible to 
select the correct one by use of other evidence. and secondly it 
serves as a check to eliminate B.ssumptions incompatlble with the 
gravity data. 
_M~t~ods of ,interyretat lon 
The method commonly used in interpreting gravity data is 
to as ~mme a hypothetical d.istribution of matter and compare the 
values of ,;,,ravity calculated for this model with the obsel""red values . 
~~en by a process of eut and try and recalculation, the model is 
alt.ered until the discrep~ncy between observed and computed values 
disappears. 
In the :pre13ent case, the hypothetical model is built U!J 
in the fO llowing way. If the earth were an ideal rotating ellipsoid 
in mecl1a.nical aquilibriu.nh th~i.t is with its internal surfaces of 
equal density coinciding with its equipotential surfaces , the v.alue 
of gravity on its surface (hereafter called the ideal reference 
ellipsoid) would be ,;E.;iven very closely by the~ formub .. 
- Y ~ 'r. (1 + a sin2 p - b sin2 2p) 
o e 
where~· a. b, are constants. and~ the latitude. The values of 
these const,ants chosen by the International Geodetic and Geophysical 
Union as best fitting existing geodetic and gravity data. are given in 
the following f ormu.la 
2 . 2 Y o = 978.049(1 + 0 . 0052884 sin p - 0 . 0000059 sin 2p) 
In the following discussion, y-
0 
is computed from this Interm tional 
formula, 'but adjusted to the 1933 value of gravity at the U. S. C.&G. S. 
Washington base station. 
At any ·limited height h (in feet) above the surface of this 
hypothetical earth the value of gravity would be 
y == y0 - 0.0000941 h 
2 cm/se~ . 
Now imagine the land rnass~s of the actual earth to be 
superimposed on the model, and the ocean basins scooped out and 
filled with water . !!'.'he new value of gravity would be 
y ii = Yo - 0.0000941 h + .t.\gt 
where ~t is the a.ttraction of the last added material. 
The difference. g -y 11 ~ A~ (commonly called the llougtrrr 
Anomaly). between the observed val ues of g and \"" computed for the 
model is then to be accounted for by the heterogeneous distribution 
of densities within the actual earth, and which remains to '"be super-
imposed on the model earth. The problem thus resolves itself into 
finding the di stribut.ion of mass which will t~ccou.nt for the &1gH term. 
The work of geodesists and geophysicists tends to show that 
e. 
the heterogen,.i ty of the aarth is largely confined to its o"U.teemos t 
portions, possibly to the upper fifty or one hundred miles. The 
f'irst few :thous&nd feet of the es.rth 1 s crust is extremely heterogeneous, 
as is evidEn t from its intricat e and complicated geologic structure. 
28. 
Also on a large scale there are distinct differences in the rocks of 
the continental and oceanic area~. The rocks of the continents are 
lighter than those of the ocean basins. 
The extensive invesitgations of Hayford and Bowie and 
others of the U.S. C. &. G. S. have shown tha t the :Souger anomalies aan 
be largely accounted for by the assumption of "isostatic compensationtt, 
that is that the excess of mass of the topography above ,sea level is 
· t ~""' flt<d< o{ /""'' "" 4.~~f. /'1 ud 1eu,f1>f1;ft "I""< 
compensated fer by underlying rocks lighter"'in accord that the con-
ti nental areas are layers of light rock more or less 11:floating0 itn 
the heavier rocka of the substratum and. ocean basins. However, as 
to the details of density distribution there ara m'*1'e diverse opinions. 
In order to throw further ligbt on the problem~ itis desirab le to cover 
any given region with a clo$er net of gravity stations than is usually 
possible in the study of large areas of continental s ize. 
Besulta in Southern California . . 
The assumptio~ of i$ostasy has been remarkably successful 
in accounting for the l3ouger anoma1ie s taken as a ~ ole , but in certain 
regions there are appreciable isostatic anomalies. In his book 
0 Isostasy1' 1 • :Bowie in 1927 suggestetl that the lack of agreement be-
tween calculated and observed values of g in the Los Angeles Basin 
could be attributed at least in pa.rt to the accumulat i on of Cenozoic 
sediments of relatively low den::sity . 
nie occm- re-nee of a consideraole thickness of ·rertiary 
sediments in the Los Angel e s Ilasin hae of course long been known 
to geologists . and estimates of the thickaess by them have r anged 
1. Pages 99 , 164-172. See bibliography. 
}.f.a:p showing route of' reflection sei&roograph and gravity 
profiles. Ba&e ll'Jit.t? taken from the Southern Cali fornia 
Handbook of the XVI lntern..~tional Geological eongre$S. 
l 
~ 
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' 
from fifteen theusand to fifty thousand. feet. In the su.'lJmer of 1931. 
Drs. B. Gutenberg. H. O~ Wood. and J. l?. :Suw'alda clid some preliminary 
reflection seismograph work in the Los' Angeles Ba"Sin~.. In 1934 
Drs. Gutenberg and :Su.walda completed a .reflection. seiismograph pro-
file across the Los Angeles Bastn and San Gabriel Valley approximate~y 
along the route sh01tn in :plate V. 3, 
Some very interesting results were obtained. A number of 
reflections were recorded at eaeh station. With the latest reflections 
coming from greater and greater -depths aa the center of the basin was 
approached. Also at the Inglewood and Uorwalk faults marked discon-
tiriuities were encountered., witn the· deepest reflections suddenly 
dropping off from about a twenty or twenty five thousand foot depth 
on each s i de of the basin to much greater depths, rea.ching i9rty five 
thousand feet in the center of the basin. 
~"he question arises whether the ~ertiary and possibly 
Oreca.ceous sediments of the basin are fort)' five thousand feet thick, 
or whether tlle deepest reflections are from the contaat· between rocks 
of the '.il'ransican (Jurassic) and related formations and the erysta lline 
"basement complexu rocks known to underly the region of Southern 
California. The .gravity data tend to favor the latter alternative. 
In plate VI a hypothetical structure section is shown along the pro-
file show·.a in pl ate V a.nd its exterision across the San Gabriel Moun-
ta.ins to the Mo.jave :Desert. 111_1e plate is more or less self-explanatory, 
with a basin of sediments abou't thirty thousand feet deep in its 
deepest portion; next ten to twenty thousand feet of slates. schists. 
1. 9.I!1xperirnents Testing SeiJDmographic Methods etc. t1 See :Bibliography 
2. Re i;;ults presented at the thirty fourth annual meeting of the 
Geological Society of America, Cordilleran Section, Stanford 
University; 1935· 
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30. 
and related metamorphic rocks, similar to those exposed in the 
Santa Monica Mountains, San Pedro Hills, and Santa Ana •~un.te.ins, 
and with their lower contact conforming roughly to the results of 
the reflection seismograph data; then a layer of variable thickness 
of crystalline "basement complextt rocks, resting in turn on denser 
and more basic rocks shown a.t the bottom of the section. 
In . . the top half of the plate are shown the values of gravity 
calculated for the section, and the observed values (corrected. for 
elevation and topography}. Except for one point (station :Jlil4) the 
agreement between the obverved and calculated value s is well within 
fe.., 
the limits or experimental error (about five to -1:e in.gals}. The cal-
cu.la ted values were computed by the :tor-nn.tla. 
I 
ge = y o +~ 
I 
where L\gH is the contri'bution due to the deficiency of density (as 
compared with that of the noasement complex11 ) of the sediments, and 
of the projection ot' lighter crystalline rocks into the denser rocks 
· wift., (;<II CArJ.du,{ Cit· fJ/f,-4.ry Cv11Jf4.,f1 t<"lf t:~~ltW1 et/ /., v.f)'eM/1i:-C 
bel('n¥ seventy thousand. feet 7" The attraction /lgH was computed by 
using a template placed on the structure section. and. counting the 
._..,, . ..,.,~ '· ,,, • ••• "\ • w '' 
squares over each area of different density, and for each gravity 
station. The process amounted to a graphical integr a tion. The section 
~as treat ed as a t wo dimensional one (that is, with infinite extent 
) tt in a direction normal to the section , and the ttbasement complex 
layer was assumed to extend inf'initely- with a thickness of seventy 
thousand fee t to the left of the diagram and of one hundred and five 
thousand feet t o the right of the diagram. fhese assumptions, while 
not strictly cor responding to reality, greatly simplify computations, 
31. 
and are justified because of the limited amount of data availab le. 
In the calculations it was of' course necessary to assume 
densities for the different rock types. The assumed values are shown 
with the symbols for the ;:-ock types at the 'bottom of plate VI. The 
density of 2. 710 gm/cc assumed for the 0 basement complex" is based 
on the ~ean of the densities determined for fifty specimens collected 
mainly from the San Gabriel Mountains . The Franciscan and related 
rocks were assumed to have the same density because of the la.ck of 
more definite information. T'ne mean density for eleven oil well 
core samples all taken from Tertiary sediments, and furnished by 
Y..r . id.ward cynton of the Standard Oil Company of California. was 
2. 35 g}Jl/cc. On the basis of this figure, the density of the first 
ten thousand f eet .of sediments was taken as 2.435 f!J!l/Cc, allowing a 
small increase dua to compaction and water content in situ. For 
the sediments betVTeen ten and t wenty thousand foot depths, a density 
·-of 2 a550 {!Jil/cc was as$U.<n.ed. and below t'v~:mty thousand feet, 2 . 600 
gm/cc. For the density of sediments above sea level a density of 
2·. 30 was as iz>o.rur.:tl. . i!'or the lov1erir.~st crystal line roc·ks a density 
of 3.110 gill/cc was assumed. 
The structure section must not be considered as &nything 
but hypothetical. l t may possibly resemble the true section in its 
broader features . Fiowever , in many respects it is undoubtedly over-
simplified and inaccurate. '.'rhe assumption of llomogeneous d.easi ties 
in the various rock types c.:m only be regarded as a ±'irst approxi-
mation to the comp~ex:ity and heterogeneity actually e ~dsting. Be-
cause of' the lack of uniqueness o±' solution previously discussed and the 
relatively large ex:pex-irnental errors. there is no e.ssurance that o1iher 
32. 
sections eould·. not be assumed which would fit the gravity data equally 
well and s.atisfy the requirement s of geologic plausibility. Specifically 
the asSU!l1Sd sh~pe and d.epth of the sedimentary basin could "be al tared 
somewhat by assu.\jing different densities. The boundary between the 
light and heavy ers st.alline :rocks could be placed at lesser or greater 
depths by broadening or accentuating respectively its irregularities. 
The layer of "basement complex rocks might be replaced by several 
.., 
layers of different de11aities,. or again by a single layer of constant 
t.hickness. but with d.ecreasing dens:i. ty i.:1 the d:irection o:f the San 
Gabriel Mountains. 
However. there are limits to the variations possible, and 
certain general conclusions In83 be statsd. .First , the maximum thick-
ness of the Teriliar1 sediments in the Los Angeles Sadn may be some-
what greater or less than thirty thou.sand feet• but p robably not as 
great as forty five thousand fe•3t. Secondly. the increo.sing; elevation 
of the land· surface is isosta.tically compensated , at leasl:t in a 
qualitative and regional way~ 
interesting p,oints concerning the structure section of plate VI 
(which is drawn with equal horizontal and vertical scales) is that 
features such as the San Gabriel Mountains, which appear to to?1er 
abo"lle the observer wheu viewed from the ground. are relatively in-
significant irre5i.1larities on the surface of the earlili•s crust. The 
mechanical behi?oviour of rocks under conditions existing at deptp is 
very incompletely known. tut it is proba'Qly e, reasonable a$t>umption 
that they have appreciable stren:; th down to a depth of fifteen or 
33. 
twenty miles . Since the height of the surface inequalities is q:uite 
small compared with this thickness, f:he shearing stresses required.. 
for their support are relatively s~'l.11, and hence the more local 
irregula:tities of limited horizontal extent wouldn0t be expected 
to be iso$tat:i.ca.lly compensated . However. surface·. undulations of 
large horizontal extent would be expected to ca.use broad wa,eping 
and adjustment of the crust with resulting isostatic compensation 
on a regional scale. This is the old problem of regional versus 
local isostatic compensa tion. 
It would . seem in the present case that the surface ir-
regularities represented by the San Gabriel Mountains and the Los 
Angeles Basin e.re large ly due to the failure by .shortening of the 
earth's crust under the action of horizont&l compression, that theself 
features mi:.1.y be partially compensated. by local a!ljnstments at q.epth , 
'but tht;,t the most important adjustments have been on a broader scale. 
More S:pecifically, the :region o~es its general elev!:ltion above sea 
level to the increasing thickness of a layer of light roeks. or 
its equivale;:Jt; ~hile the S&n GaJ:n·i?l Mountains and 14os An.gales 
Basin are i rregular itie s supported l argely by the strength of the 
upr>er par~s of the er;trth's crust. This opinion . is, of course. only 
a speculation. 
~4 • 
. ,, 
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APPENDIX A. 
Calibration of Instrument 
Record 
3B 
0 
D 
E 
G 
B 
4.A 
:B 
c 
D 
'1'30 
122.43 
.29 
.42 
.69 
.47 
.51 
1120.62 
... .67 
:if~~ · 6 
. . . . ~ 
• 70 
'Temperature 
Correction 
\a 57.50°r 
+.o; 
+.07 
+.07 
-.20 
-.10 
-.03 
+.07 
+.03 
+.00 
-.02 
Inclination 
Correction 
+.Ol 
+.07 
+.01 
+.00 
+.05 
+.00 
Mean 
g 
+.00 
+.01 
+.05 
+.01 
Mean 
:lit 
g == 
1. 
' TJO Weight 
122.49 l 
.43 l 
.50 l Pasadena 
.49 l 
.~ l 
.48 l 
122.47 ± .03 sec. 
. 2 
979. 578 cm/sec . 
120.69 
• 71 
.66 
•. 69 
1 
l 
l 
l 
alt. Wilson 
120.69 ± .01 sec. 
979.255 cm/sec2• 
ii. 
Drift Temperature Inclination Record 
'l15 Correction Correction Correction Ti5 Weight to 20° C. 
3J 61.105 -0.19 +~035 60.950 1/4 
K .155 -0. 22 +. 002 .935 1/4 
L . • 025 -o·.20 +.015 ~84o 1/2 
M .075 eo.20 +.001 .s75 1 
llf 60.995 -Q.11 +.oo4 .s90 1 
0 .995 -0.ll +.oo4 .885 l 
o• .995 -0.11 +. 004 .885 Cl l 
p 6l.Q:66 +.015 -0.32 +.ooo .86o 1/2 
Q. .150 +.015 -0.32 +.000 .s45 1/4 
Q, t .114o· . +.015 -0.32 +.ooo .835 1/4 
u 60.905 ..:.0.02 +.002 .885 l 
v .86o -0.02 +.035 .875 l 
w . 860 -0.02 +.0.35 .875 1 
x . 570 40.Jl +.015 .895 l 
y . ·.550 
-+0. 31 +.021 _ggo l 
z .550 
-+0.31 +.015 .875 l 
AA 61.025 -0.ll +.000 .915 l 
AB 6o.96o -0.ll +.ooo .s50 l 
AC .975 -0.11 +.000 .860 l 
Mean 60.881 * .010 see. 
g = 979.57g cm/see2 
5A 61.145 -0.29 +.ooo 60.855 1 
:B .14<> -0.29 +.000 .850 l 
0 6_0.990 -0.19 +.000 .soo l 
ll 61.0lto -0.19 +. 000 . 850 l 
1.il 6o.96o -0. 07 +.ooo .890 l 
r 60 .·955 -0. 07 +.000 . ss5 1 
F' .945 -0.07 +. 000 .s75 1 
G .960 -0.09 +.000 .s70 1 
11 .955 -0.09 +.ooo .865 l 
H' • 9>.io -0. 09 +.000 •• s50 1 
Mean.: 60.857 ± .015 sec. 
. . 2 
g ~ 979 .569 cm/sec . 
Record 
Ge 
D 
G 
B 
J 
K 
K• 
llT 
0 
7A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
8A 
B 
B' 
c 
D 
D' 
9A 
:a 
B' 
c 
:0 
Tl5 
6o.065 
.085 
.950 
.955 
.980 
.945 
.950 
.935 
.925 
61.170 
.aoo 
60.985 
61.015 
.065 
.065 
60.930 
.920 
.920 
.965 
.965 
.945 
6o.997 
.947 
.950 
.970 
.94o 
Drift 
Correction 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+. 015 
+.015 
Temperature 
Correction. 
to 20° C. 
-0.19 
-0.19 
--0.05 
-0.05 
- 0.07 
--0.07 
-0.07 
-0.05 
-0.05 
-0.18 
-0.18 
-0.02 
-0.02 
4). 09 
-0~09 
-o.o4 
-o.o4 
-0.04 
-0. 07 
-0.07 
-0.07 
-0.06 
-0.06 
-0.06 
-0.0S 
-0.08 
iii. 
Inclination 
Oorr~etion Tl5 Weight 
+.010 60.885 l 
+.000 .895 l 
+.000 .900 1 
+.000 .905 l 
+.005 .915 1 
-+.005 .880 1/2 
+.005 .885 1/2 
+. 000 . 900 1/4 
+.000 .890 1/4 
Mean 60. g97 ± . 010 sec. 
g :e 979.584 cm/sec2. 
+.035 
+.005 
+.0000 
+.000 
+.000 
+.000 
61.025 
.025 
60.980 
61.010 
60.990 
.990 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
Mean 61.003 ± .015 sec. 
g = 979.621 
+.000 60.s90 l 
+.000 .gso l 
+.000 . 830 l 
+.000 .895 l 
+.000 .895 l 
+.ooo .875 l 
Mean 60. S86 ± . 010 
2 g~ 979.5so cm/sec 
+.000 
+. 000 
+.000 
+.ooo 
+.010 
60.935 
.885 
.890 
. 890 
.870 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l. 
Mean 6o.s94 ± .015 sec. 
2 g = 979.583 cm/sec . 
Record 
lOA 
:a 
c 
D 
llA 
:B 
B' 
c 
D 
12.A. 
B 
Bt 
c 
D 
13A 
:a 
B' 
14.A. 
:8 
c 
Tl5 
61.135 
.190 
.010 
60.955 
bl .140 · 
.120 
.no 
.045 
. olK> 
61.06o 
.020 
.035 
.055 
.090 
60. 91.io 
.915 
.930 
60. 715 
• 710 
• 710 
Drift 
Correction 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
+.015 
Temperature 
Correction 
to 20° C. 
-.31 
- .31 
-.07 
-.07 
-.21 
-.21 
-.2.1 
-.07 
. -.07 
-.12 
-.12 
-.12 
--.07 
-. 07 
-.02 
-.02 
-~02 
+.12 
+.12 
+.12 . 
iv. 
Inclination 
' Correction Tl5 Weight 
.ooo 6c.84o 1/8 
+.005 . 900 1/4 
.ooo .955 2 
.ooo .900 1/4 
Mean 60.938 ± . 030 sec. 
g = 979.599 ~m/sec2 • 
.ooo 
.ooo 
.ooo 
.ooo 
.ooo 
1/2 
1/4 
1/4 
l 
1 
Mean 60. 970 ± .030 sec •. 
g = 979.610 cm/sec2 . 
+.010 60.965 1/3 
+.010 .925 1/3 
+.010 .9~ 1/3 
+. 005 61 . 005 l 
+. 010 .045 1 
Mean 60.998 ± .035 sec. 
2 g = 979.620 cm/sec • 
.000 6o.935 1 
.ooo .910 l 
.ooo .925 l 
Mean 60.923 ± .~10 sec. 
2 g = 979.593 cm/sec 
.ooo 60.835 l 
. 000 .830 1 
.ooo .330 l 
Mean 60. 832 ± • 002 sec. 
g = 979.560 cm/sec2 
v. 
Drift Tenqlettature Inclination I Record Tl5 Correction Correction Correction Tl 5 Weight to 20° e. 
15.A 60. 580 +. 2.7 . 000 60 . 850 l 
B .550 +. 27 . 000 . 820 l 
c .535 +.27 . 000 . 805 1/2 
Mean 6o.829 ± .015 sec. 
g = 979. 559 cm/see2. 
16A 6o.46o +.13 +.005 60. 595 l 
B . 445· . +. 13 . 000 . 575 1 
c . 1!25 +. 13 .ooo . 555 l 
D ' .305 +.27 . 000 . 575 l 
E . 320 +.27 .ooo . 590 l 
F . 305 +.27 .ooo .575 l 
G . 210 +.34 .ooo .550 l 
H .250 +. 34 . 000 .590 l 
I .265 +.34 .ooo . 605 l 
Mean 60.57~ ± .015 sec. 
2 g = 979.467 cm/sec . 
17A 60. 110 +. 33 . 000 60.44-0 l 
B .030 +.33 .000 . 360 1/2 
c .065 +.33 . 000 . 395 1 
Mean 60.ll06 :t . 030 sec . 
g = 979. 4o4 cm/ sec2 . 
18A 60.71ID -. 12 .ooo 60.620 l 
n • 715 -.12 .000 . 595 l 
c • 720 - .12 . 000 .6oo 1 
Mean 60.605 :f: . 010 sec. 
979. 479 2 g ~ cm/sec • 
vi • 
.APPENDIX B. 
Location of Stations 
Station Longitude La.tit~ EleTation Location 
3 979.578 118°07.59 1 34¢08.20* 756 1 v Pasadena, Calif. Inst. of 
f ,t~ . G?·~ Technology, parking lot 
between Astrophysics and 
West :Bridge buildings, 
4 979.255 118°03. tp 34°13. 4• 5,610±1 ~ Mt. Wilson, interferometer 
5 
6 979.5g4 11s0 o6.47• 
1 979.621 118°11. 55' 
g 979.5so 
9 979.583 118°02.241 
10 979.599 ll-8°12. 77' 
11 979.610 1185>14.72• 
.. -. 
?% 
12 118°17.08' 
13 979.593 
,,;s ,;-; pier used in Michelson• s 
determination of the 
velocity of light. 
33°51.54• 
;G 53 
33°46.41• 
,, ' ' ~ 
I 0 •. , .. c-....; 
277' Santa Fe Ave., 300' west 
of li:rst Ave. 
53' 
35' 
5g1 
gg• 
29• 
Palo Verde Ave •• 200 1 
north of First St. 
(Orangethorpe Ave.). 
Long Beach, intersection v 
of alleys 250 1 northwest 
of Fifth and Pine 
.Artesia Ave •• 900' west of 
Pioneer Blvd. (Norwalk 
to Puente road). 
Road 0.5 mile west of 
Valley View Ave., 1800 1 
north of Santa Fe tracks. 
209 1 south of Carson St .• 
2900' west of Los Angeles 
River. 
1200 1 south of 223 St. 
(Wilmington St.). 150' 
west of Wilmington Ave. 
4oo• southwest of inter-
section of Figueroa St. 
and Long Beach-Redondo Rd. 
900' northeast of inter-
section of Cherry and 
San Antonio Avenues. 
vii. 
Station l!a Longitude Latitude Elevation Location. 
14 979.560 117°57. 70' 34°00. 76t 327 1 rtacien.da B1'1'd •• (Hudson 
" ' .,, 
! '.llta .J Rd.) 800' south of Union 
Pacific t:rack:s. 
15 979 .559 117°54. 38' 34°06 .42• 521 1 Boni ta Ave. , loo ~ east 
. ~Ii of Azusa Ave . 
16 979.467 118°07.00' 34°34.76• 2,657• Palmdale, 25' south of 
.,. . ,,, 
• :1.. .... ~ Southern Pacific Depot • 
17 979. 4o4 117°45.88' 34°29.93• 3, 410 9 Palw.dale-Vict orvi lle 
' fll 3 Highway, one mile north 
of Larg;a Vista. 
18 979.479 117°50.62 1 34°15.so• 2,270 1 450• no:rth of junction 
/' f- '\! 
. o b• of the north fork, of the 
San Gabri~l Rive~'and 
Bichota Creek. 
viii. 
REDUCTION O~ GRAVITY DATA 
Correct.ions. for elevation and .!O'J:!Ography. 
As explained. in the text of the thesis, the effect of the 
elevation of a. station on the value of gravHy is given by 
where h is the elevation of the station (measured in feet) above 
the ideal reference ellipsoid. However, the elevat ion of a station 
as determined. by leveling operations is refsrred to the geoid (the 
equipotential surface coinciding with mean sea level). In the ideal 
earth the two surfaces coincide, but in the actual earth, because of 
the heterogeneous distrioution of mass, the two do not coincide. The 
most recent geodetic work suggests that the undulation:;; of the geoid 
above and below the reference ellipsoid amount to about one hundred 
meters at most and are broad in horizonta l extent. Renee for the 
limited region being studied, the amount of undulation may be regarded 
as an unknown , but a practically constant quantity over the length 
of the -profile. Hence in place of h we may use the elevation e 
of the station, and add an arbitrary constant to the calculated. values 
of g at all stations to bring the calculated and observed values 
into agreement . 
Stations 1f5 to #15 are located on the very flat terra.ine 
of the I-02 A.ngeles coastal plain, and the San Gabriel Valley. Hence 
the attraction of topography within a few hundred miles of each 
station is essentially the same as that of an infinite horizontal 
ix. 
slab of material of' the Sallie thic-kness and density as the rocks below 
the station dow~:t to sea let•el. '.rhe attr~otion of to;:;ography and 
crustal hate1 .. ogeneiUes outside of this range is essentially the 
same for all stations and may hence be taken care of by the a~Hi:i ti-on 
of an arbitrar-y constant . Assuming a density of 2.30 gm/cc for the 
rocks above sea level (mainly ~ua.ternary sediments}. we get the 
following simple f ormula for Agt 
!},gt - 0 . 0000294 e 2 cm/see , 
where e = elev&tion in feet above sea level. 
~iven by 
Hence. for these etations. the val1.ias plotted on -plate Vl 
g• = g
006 
+ 0 . 0000941 e - , __ 0000294: e 
~ g b + 0.0000647 e cm/seo2• 0 $ 
At stations # 17 and ~18. a density of 2. 71 gm/ec was used 
in plo..ce of 2. 30 g;:n/cc. Dnd account was tlJkan of the more rugged 
topograpl1y. 
As explained on page 27 of the text. the obJect in the 
interJ;rre t P .. tion oi' gr avity data i$ to find a distribution of mr.-i,ss which 
Jt:. 
In the study of large areas. where g?'avi ty stations are wi.dely s1mced. 
it is custol'.!"~Y to assume some relatively si:m~le form of isostatic 
compensation whose attraction ean be c:.;w1enientl;y calc1.J:latecl. In 
this case the calculated att.ra.cticna d<>. not in genar.al agr ee com-
pletely with the- Bo~uer anomalies. the discrepancy is called the 
"isostatic anoinalyn, ?fhich of course depends on the varticula.r type 
of isostatic eo.mpensa.tion assumed. 
In the present case where a relati;rely smiall regio11 is being 
studied, and the gravity staticns .rare reasonably close togeller, a 
somewhat different -procedure was used.. By· cut an1l try. the structure 
seeti.on wa2 altered ui1til the a.ttraetion due to the bet~n·ogeneity 
agreed with the :Bouger anomaly t A&g• within the limits of experi-
mental error. ~be values plotted in the neomputed curve 11 of plate 
where Asi is the contribution due to the def'ieieney (compat•ed With 
"';,··- · ' · ~·---· 
a. 710 gm/cc) of density in the sedimentaey basin, and the projection 
of rocks o:t~ d.ensity 2. 710 l!Jll.fc.c i:lelow seventy thousand feet, replacing 
l roeks of dendty 3.110 gm/cc. !n addition. s.n arbitrary constant, 
')~·(,)42 em/sec2, is included in Agi at all stations in order to bring 
,. ( . • " ·" · ·--h 
the observed and calculated val:ues into agreement. 
The observed and computed values of gra:"'ity a.nd other data 
;u-e te:trnls ted on the following page. 
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